HOSTED DESKTOP

SERVICE BRIEF

Hosted Desktop
Access your desktop and applications from anywhere and reduce the costs
associated with desktop hardware and management.
Virtualize your Desktop
Let HillSouth host your desktop environments
from our datacenter and help take the worry out
of your IT.
With HillSouth
Hosted Desktop,
your entire office
can be virtualized,
granting your
employees access
anywhere to their
desktop and
applications. By
centralizing your
desktop environment, you can access your files
and programs from anywhere on virtually any
device with a web browser, and the cost of
management and support is minimized.
Using our Hosted Desktop Platform, all of your
applications and data are stored in our Network
Operations Center. With unparalleled physical
and technological security mechanisms you will
never have to worry about data security again.

Virtualization and Thin Clients
Let HillSouth worry about managing the software
and updates for your office while reducing your
hardware expenses at the same time.
Virtualizing your office can drastically reduce the
cost of operating your business. By moving to the
Cloud, you can outfit your entire operation with
thin client terminals which only need the internet
and minimal hardware to access our service.
The minimal hardware offers several cost saving

benefits. The cost of powering the thin clients are
considerably less than a traditional workstation.
This power savings will reduce your company’s
overhead expenses. The lifecycle of thin clients
are longer than traditional PCs since they will not
need to be upgraded to accommodate the
processor load from new applications. Most of all,
your company will save by not having to maintain
an in house desktop support team or spend a
considerable amount taking care of these PCs.

Mobility
Empower your workforce to be more productive,
on the road or next door, and make sure they
have the tools they need.
With HillSouth Hosted Desktop and an internet
connection, you can access your company
applications, and documents from anywhere.
From home or on the road, and from virtually any
device with a browser, you can access all of your
desktop applications and documents securely
without sacrificing functionality.

Features
 Mobile access from anywhere
 Our Datacenter keeps your desktop
environments and applications
always accessible

 Use your tablet or mobile device to
access your data and fullyfunctioning applications

 Your data is safe with our
unparalleled security

 Your virtual systems are always kept
up to date

Benefits
 Save on hardware expenditures
 Save on infrastructure upgrades and

Data Security

repairs

Never worry about a laptop being stolen and
company data being lost.

 Your data is available wherever an

With a Hosted Desktop Environment, data is
safely stored in our state-of-the-art datacenter.
You will never have to worry about losing a laptop
with critical company documents; your data is
never on the physical device.

 Reduce or eliminate the need for

internet connection can be found
expensive desktop management

 Improved employee productivity
 Reduce your power consumption
 Your applications are always kept up
to date with the latest security
patches

 Reduce your carbon footprint by
using your technology more
efficiently
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